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Paragon City: the City of Heroes!  The only place in the world where the hero-to-problem ratio is almost 

one-to-one.  If you need a hero in this city, you just have to look around the corner.   

 

But not all heroes are the same.  Some are more mercenary than the others.  But there are some who see 

the calling as a sign of brighter days ahead for all mankind.  These are the heroes who fight for something 

better.  They are the... 

In�1931,�a�masked�vigilante�who�called�himself�Statesman�declared�a�
one-man�war�on�organized�crime�in�Paragon�City.�
�
Soon�others�followed�his�lead.��Men�and�women�who�had�one�thing�in�
common…�a�desire�to�see�justice�serviced�and�criminals�put�behind�
bars.�
�
In�1932,�Statesman�organized�the�heroes�into�a�group�called�the�
Freedom�Phalanx,�an�organization�that�is�still�around�today.�
�
Since�then,�Paragon�City�has�become�known�as�The�City�of�Heroes,�a�
place�where�heroes�of�various�origins�and�powers�are�welcomed�to�
help�keep�the�streets�safe�and�make�the�city�itself�a�safer�place�to�be.�
�
But�not�everyone�was�happy�with�the�number�of�heroes�in�the�city.��
Some�firmly�believe�that�the�job�of�fighting�crime�should�be�left�
entirely�to�the�people�trained�in�doing�it.��Some�in�the�police�force�
began�to�bridge�the�gap�between�registered�heroes�and�trained�police�
officers�on�their�own,�leading�to�Paragon�City’s�first�“super-cop”,�Blue�
Steel.���
�
Not�being�content�with�just�one�active�hero�on�the�police�force,�
Paragon�City�Police�soon�instituted�an�experimental�program�that�
would�create�a�new�superhero�law�enforcer...�
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Name: 

Captain Paragonna 
 

Real name: Stevie 
Walker-Rodgers 
 

Status: Registered 
Superhero/Special 
Investigator - 
Paragon City Police 
 

Archetype: Scrapper 
 
Primary Power: 
Martial Arts 
 
Secondary Power: 
Willpower 
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Would you mind 

explaining this? 

- A City of Heroes story by David 2 
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Paragon City Police Headquarters, Kings Row 

Gee, I don’t know... 

it looks like 

something called a 

news-paper.  I think 

you’ve seen a few 

of them in the past 

around here. 

Captain Paragonna 

Okay, you can knock off 

the comedy act, Rodgers.  

You’re not with your 

Guardian buddies here. 

Oh hey, MaxaLotto 

rolled last night... 

Sir, this is precisely the kind of 

disrespect I’ve been getting from 

Agent Rodgers and from her hero 

friends on a regular basis. 

Watch Commander Jack Yindell:  An 

old school by-the-book PPD officer. 

Serious critic of the “Hero Shield” 

program from day one. Not a big 

fan of superheroes either. 
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Give it a break, Commander Yindell.  You 

knew going into this program that it 

would not be a conventional department. 

Deputy Chief Glenn McMillan.  

The guy in charge of the 

“Hero Shield” program. 

He’s also my boss. 

Agent Rodgers, you told me when you signed up for 

the “Hero Shield” program that your ex-husband 

and your kids were dead.  Now we find out that 

they’re alive.  Care to explain how that could be? 

I have my attorney looking into 

this, but right now everything 

seems to be just going through 

paperwork. 

I haven’t even gotten a phone call 

from my ex or my kids since then. 

I wish I knew myself.  I was just hit with 

the papers yesterday and it came as a 

shock to me. 

He pulled the strings needed 

to bring me over from 

Witness Protection.  He’s also 

an old friend of Blue Steel. 
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Sir, I have to protest.  We took a big risk 

bringing Agent Rodgers into the program 

from Witness Protection, but it was 

done on the belief that she had no family 

to worry about anymore. 

… then we need to do the sensible thing 

and just end the program right now. 

It’s obvious this is no longer the case.  If her 

family is still alive and her ex is trying to cash in 

on her status as a superhero for the PDD... 

I have never wanted to hit a 

cop in my life before I met him. 

My ex-husband was a jerk, 

but there’s no chance that 

he would be so callous to play 

legal games when it involves 

our children. 

Sir, just give me some time so I 

can get to the bottom of this. 

I’ve had just about enough... 
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Let’s just hope you’re right 

about that part, Agent Rodgers. 

We obviously don’t have any control 

over your role in the Guardians, but as 

far as we are concerned with the 

force, you’re on administrative leave 

until you can clear this all up. 

Was never given one.  

Never needed one. 

For the past five years my name has been Stevie Walker-Rodgers. 

Before that I was Stephanie Walters.  I lived in 

the Midwest.  Just another boring housewife in 

just another boring town.  Or so I thought. 

Then I found out my husband was 

involved in some really nasty business.  

Let’s just say it was “Family” business.   

I left him, filed for divorce, got 

the kids.  Then he became the 

federal government’s number 

one witness against the “Family”. 

If you were issued a service 

weapon, I will need to have it. 
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Star witness, “Family” business… yes, it 

was Witness Protection time for us all. 

New names, new place to 

live, the whole ball of wax. 

Guardian HQ, 

engage teleport 

Then I got in a car accident.  I woke up in the hospital two days later and was told 

my two kids were killed in the wreck and my ex was shot by the “Family”.    

Teleport 

Engaged 

My family died that day.  I “died” that day.  Stevie Walker-Rodgers was “born” soon afterwards. 
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I enrolled with the PPD “Hero Shield” 

Program because I wanted to make a 

difference.  That’s why I became Captain 

Paragonna; so I can make a difference. 

Guardians of the Dawn Base 

Now, all of a sudden, the life that was 

once dead is thrust back in my face. 

If this is someone’s sick idea of a 

joke, I’ll make sure that it’s the 

last one they ever play! 

I was tired of being a victim of fate. 

Welcome back 

Captain Paragonna 
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Midnight Arachnia and myself 

created this group two years ago. 

Not long afterwards, we took in three 

new members from another universe.* 

(* See issues 1-3) 

It was a bit of a learning curve for them, but they’ve done 

quite well for the situation they were thrust into. 

I really like this group.  I certainly 

don’t want to be the one to leave it 

because MY past was catching up to me. 

Computer: Group status. 

Base status: Active 
Operational rent: Paid 

MidKnight X has 

stopped 23 
robberies in King’s 

Row tonight. Galatea Powers and 
Lyon Powers 

stopped an Eochi 
attack in Atlas Park* 

Ryder Lightning 
is on patrol in 
Steel Canyon 

Doc Tor is in the 

Pocket D Nightclub 

Omega Shift is 
on patrol in 

Fautline 

All other 
members 

on off-duty 
status. 

Thank you. 

Libertarian 
Avenger is 

battling Frostfire 
in the Hollows. 

Must be an 

off-night 

(* See issue 3) 

When ISN’T he 

hanging around 

with War Witch? 
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I wish I had some good news 

for you, Miss Rodgers... 

Please, call me Stevie... Stevie… so far I haven’t heard 

anything either from the Justice 

Department or from anyone else 

confirming that your family is alive. 

His name is Dwayne Gotleib. 

When a member of Witness Protection 

gets in legal trouble, the US 

Marshalls call on him to help resolve 

it without resorting to the old way 

of strong-arm tactics. 
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That doesn’t make 

sense.  Someone had 

to know who I was in 

Witness Protection to 

serve me with the 

court summons. 

Yesterday I would have 

agreed with you on 

that particular point. 

The Marshalls 

have put in a new 

witness program. 

It’s sort of a second 

layer of Witness 

Protection.  Deep-

deep-cover for anyone 

about to testify. 

According to your ex’s 

lawyer, that’s what he 

and your kids have 

been in for five years. 

But why didn’t 

anyone contact 

me since then?  

If the trial is 

over with... 

That’s just it.  I can’t determine if it 

really was over with.  The Federal 

Racketeering Court System is so 

confidential it’s almost like going 

through Foreign Intelligence.  I’ll try to 

arrange a meeting with the attorney 

but I can’t guarantee anything... 

Go ahead and make the 

arrangements, Dwayne.  But 

I want to see my children!  

That is non-negotiable!  
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Okay.  I can’t guarantee the meeting, but if we can, I’ll make sure a visit 

with the kids is a non-negotiable condition.  I’ll call you later with what I have. 

Thanks Dwayne. 

Computer, tele-call 

number 555-1212. 

Communication 

disconnected 

Dialing number… 

Audio-only. 

Directory Assistance.  What city please? 

Transylvania six-five-thousand. 

Please hold... 

This is an unregistered number.  Your call is being traced as 

we speak.  State your name and reason for contacting us. 

My name is Stevie Walker-Rodgers.  My identity 

has been compromised by someone claiming to 

represent my ex-husband, Earl Walters.  I need 

to know who is responsible for the breach. 

We have traced this call to a UN-shielded 

connection.  Your voice print confirms you as 

Stevie Walker-Rodgers.  We cannot provide you 

with any information regarding Tier Two witnesses. 
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He breached Tier Two to hunt me 

down and slap me with papers... 

That person is now suing me in 

court for child support for children 

that I was led to believe have been 

dead for the past five years. 

Someone claiming to represent Earl 

Walters has learned who I am through 

Witness Protection. 

You are being misinformed.  Earl Walters 

was never in Tier Two protection.  Earl 

Waters is dead.  Your children are dead. 

Then WHY are you saying 

that you cannot divulge 

Tier Two information if 

Earl was never in it? 

Earl Walters was never in Tier Two protection.  You are. 

This conversation has ended. 

Communication disconnected 

I walked right into that one... 

Right… my cover was blown, my life 

was in danger, of course they’d put 

me under Tier Two protection... 

… and then not tell me I was in it. 

But if Earl Walters is still dead, and 

so are my kids, then who’s claiming 

to represent them in court? 

Incoming 
communication… 

audio only. 

Open connection. 
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Mom?  Mom is that you? 

It… it can’t be! 

Becky? 
Mom, we’re all right.  

We’ve been with daddy 

all this time.  Teddy’s 

here too.  We really miss 

you, Mom! 

I really miss you too, baby.  I’ve 

missed you and your brother all 

this time… if I knew that... 

Mrs. Walters, we’ll get right to the point.  You 

wanted to know if your children are alive.  

They are.  And so is your ex-husband.  

Whether or not you get to see them will 

depend entirely on what you decide to do next. 

I swear, if you hurt them... 

Oh, and this needs to be kept strictly between us.  None of your 

Guardian friends, especially MidKnight X, should know about this. 

We do want to reunite you with your family, but your current status as a superhero 

makes that difficult.  Check with your hero contacts in Atlas Park for a program 

called “Shadowborn” and ask for a code-word.  We’ll be in touch afterwards. 

Spare us the theatrics, Mrs. Walters.  We know of your 

“double life” as a superhero.  Your threats are empty. 

Communication disconnected 
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ARRRRGH!!! 

Okay, they did their homework... 

My first instinct WOULD have 

been to contact Jason Knight 

to help me on this, but it’s 

clear they were expecting that. 

I’d ask Galatea Powers to help 

after finding out about her 

little covert ID.*  But if they 

know about Jason, then they 

may know about Galatea as well. 
(* Issue #1) 

City Hall - Atlas Park 

I’m just going to have to play 

by their rules right now. 

“Shadowborn”, you said? 

Brighid Moreia 

Brighid is more than just the City 

Representative… she’s also the 

coordinator of all of the federal 

agencies that operate in City Hall 

for heroes just starting out.  To 

say that she knows where the bodies 

are buried is an understatement. 
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That’s not a 

word you want 

to be throwing 

about around 

here too loudly. 

So it exists?  It’s a real group? 

Not one that 

we’re proud of, I 

assure you... 

But we had to distance ourselves from 

them.  Too many accusations of corruption.  

We didn’t know which side they were on. 

The people they targeted were those 

considered too powerful to prosecute.  

Drug lords, mafia bosses, third-world 

dictators, big corporate executives... 

“Shadowborn” is an off-the-books group 

that was created to fight crime on the 

criminal’s terms… no rules, no restraints. 

And this is the group that 

got involved with myself 

and my family?  Great! 

We stopped doing that when we stopped trusting 

them.  When they ask, tell them the code-word is 

“Kirby” and then play along with their response. 

They probably asked you to get a code-word.  That 

confirms that you spoke with one of us who still knows 

their existence.  Each one of us are supposed to have 

a unique code-word in case they need validation. 

If someone is claiming to be from 

Shadowborn and they have your family, 

then they could very well be in danger. 
Thanks Brighid. 

There’s one more thing... 
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The next day... 

“Open connection.” 
Incoming 

communication… 
audio only. 

“What was the code-word you were given?” 

“Kirby.” 

“I didn’t know you had friends in the White House.” 

“You’d be surprised how many friends I have.” 

“Maybe later on we can compare notes.  Right now, you have a 

date with seventeen police call boxes all over Paragon City.” 
“Why can’t you just tell me where 

to meet and then we can meet?.” 

“You know the routine.  You run to each box and you 

wait for us to call you to tell you where to go next.” 

“If you’re not there when we call, the deal is off, you don’t see 

your kids, and the lawsuit is not only on, it becomes public.” 
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“And they would also become targets for Emil Marcone 

and his people.  Don’t forget there is still a trial going on.” 

“You’d have to bring my family out of hiding to do that.” 

“Oh, and your identity as a superhero would also be 

compromised.  Or don’t you read the newspaper?” 

“So it IS still going on.  We’ve been kept 

in the dark about its progress… national 

security and all those other excuses.” 

“With a little help from some of your friends in the 

PPD of course.  You can probably guess who.” 

“So YOU were the ones that leaked the story to the Paragon Times.” 

“Well, time’s a-wasting, and you have 

seventeen boxes to find.  Get to it.” 

“I can think of a name...” 
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Disgusting! 
Ma’am? 

Ten hours and fifteen police boxes later... 

What they say about you in the paper... 

Ma’am, I support the freedom of the 

press, but the story doesn’t tell the 

whole truth about the situation... 

No, not the paper.  YOU!  You’re disgusting!  Take care of your own kids 

instead of fobbing them off to your ex just so you can play dress-up! 

Ma’am, I’m trying to… oh hell, I don’t 

have time to be sidetracked like this. 

I swear I’m going to make a certain Watch 

Commander eat his words when I’m through. 
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Call box seventeen, Talos Island 

Enough games.  

Are we going to 

meet or what? 

Congratulations.  

Apparently you 

DO know how to 

follow orders.  

Agreed.  Justin Sinclair* once 

donated a fountain in Perez Park.  

Go to the building that faces it and 

you’ll find us waiting for you. 

It’s almost dawn.  Have I really 

been doing this all day and night? 

Perez PArk 

Figures... 

Perez Park is considered a “Hazard 

Zone”.  Used to be a really nice place to 

live before the Kraken and his Hydra 

monsters began to call it their home. 

(* Also known as the superhero Manticore) 
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Now with the exception of some police drones 

and the occasional kidnap victim, only criminals 

and monsters stay here. 

Perfect place for a shadow agency to set up 

shop in Paragon City without anyone noticing. 

Here’s the fountain that 

Justin donated years ago... 

And the sun is just coming up... 

No doubt that was part 

of their plan... 

Wear me down physically and 

mentally so I wouldn’t 

know what to expect next. 

Let’s just get 

this over with... 

And if I didn’t have the 

finest metabolic boosters 

in my blood I probably 

would be exhausted by now. 

Thank you Biomed! 
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Just what I 

figured... 
Holy crap!  It’s a fragging hero! 

No kidding!  And you’re Marcone’s goon. 

Sweet dreams, genius. 

WHY... 

… am I not... 

SURPRISED? 
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ATTENTION:  All 

units stand down!  

Let our guest come 

up to the penthouse. 

Hey, we answer to Marcone... 
And they 

say I have 

a discipline 

problem! 

You ain’t so tough! Just shut up and fall down! 

So how long are we going to 

play this game, Shadowborn? 

How many more stooges do I have 

to take down before we talk? 

I think that will suffice... 
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I’m disappointed, Mrs. 

Walters, that you 

decided to come here all 

dressed up in your little 

hero costume. 

What if your ex-husband 

and children were here 

beside me, watching you 

carry on like some vicious 

street thug?  Would they 

like what they see? 

… and second, we 

both know my family 

is still dead.  You 

never had them in 

the first place. 

Okay, first… pink 

hair and shades?  

Seriously?  You look 

like one of those 

cheap anime villains. 
And how would you 

know that?  How do 

you account for the 

phone call you got? 

Really? 

“You’re not the only group with 

advanced computer technology.” Recording analysis 
confirmed… first voice 

WAS computer-generated. 

“One of the things the US Marshalls 

had on file was a recording of my 

children at their school play before 

they were killed.” 

“With the right software you 

can splice words together and 

make it sound like it was my 

daughter as a teenager.” 

“That’s when I knew that you didn’t 

really have them.  My children are 

still dead.  So is my ex-husband.” 
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I see… clearly we 

underestimated your 

resources as well as 

your intelligence. 

Why? Why the charade?  

Why the lawsuit?  

Why bring my family 

into this?  What does 

Shadowborn want 

with me? 

In a word, 

Mrs. 

Walters, 

leverage. 

Sometimes we have 

to make deals that 

we’re not proud of 

to get someone on 

the inside to help us. 

A member of the 

Family heard about 

Tier Two and 

needed to know we 

had the leverage to 

give them what 

they want. 

Your name came up 

because the person 

on the inside 

remembered your 

ex-husband.  He 

said your death 

would bring him over. 

Sorry lady, but 

I ain’t buying it. 

It’s not a matter 

of what you are 

willing to accept. 

This is a business 

arrangement.  We 

promised to deliver 

Mrs. Walters to 

our contact and 

that’s what we 

are going to do. 

You’re a real piece 

of work, lady... You breached a top-secret protection 

program just to broker a deal and score 

some empty mob points!  You disgust me! 

Where ARE they??? 
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What’s the matter?  

Missing something 

more than just your 

marbles and your good 

fashion sense? 

You’re wasting 

your time, Mrs. 

Walters.  We still 

have the 

resources to 

destroy everything 

that you built here 

in Paragon City. 

You know I’ve just about HAD IT 

with you and YOUR empty threats.  

In case you didn’t get the memo, you 

made a SERIOUS mistake by 

breaching Tier Two protection to 

come hunting for Stephanie Walters. 

It’s you who made 

the mistake, Mrs. 

Walters.  You 

forget we have a 

far greater reach 

than you will ever 

know… we can... 

… can what? Shoot 

my head off from 

the other rooftop?  

That IS what you are waiting for, right? 

…! 
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“The one thing that my contact warned me about 

was your love of using snipers to do the deed.” 

“WHY ELSE bring me to a penthouse-level 

building with plenty of glass windows?” 

… these people are excellent 

sharpshooters.  Be careful 

where you meet. 

Lady, you’re just not 

worth the effort.  I’m 

done here.  Stephanie 

Walters died five years 

ago with her family.  I’m 

through trying to explain 

that to you. 

Touché.  So, what, 

you’re going to 

take me in now? 

What th..? Where do 

you think 

you’re 

going? 

You don’t get 

to walk out on 

this!  You are 

messing with 

the United 

States 

Government! 
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We will make your identity public!  Your 

CURRENT identity!  Everyone will know 

that you’re in Witness Protection!  The 

mob will put a bounty on your head so 

large it could balance the federal budget! 

Your first mistake was crossing 

the line with the law.  Your second 

was choosing me, of all people, to 

be your sacrificial lamb. 

Wait!  

Come 

back 

here! 

I played by your rules.  I didn’t 

involve my friends in the 

Guardians in any of this, although 

I could have if I wanted to. 

What is 

that 

supposed 

to mean? 

I wasn't going to 

let their hands 

get dirty for 

what is going to 

happen next. 

“Who do you think took care 

of your sharpshooters?” 
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When a Government agency goes rogue, 

the government takes care of its own. 

Don’t ask how.  You don’t want to 

know how.  Just know that they do. 

The Marshalls will take care of the 

rest.  They’ll arrest the mob members, 

straighten out paperwork, get the 

lawsuit dismissed, and make sure the 

rest of Shadowborn is dismantled. 

Shadowborn is dead… just 

like Stephanie Walters 

died five years ago. 

Tier Two security has been restored.  The rogue 

operative has been found.  The lawsuit has been 

dismissed and your current identity is secure once again. 
So we’re done, 

right?  Everything 

has been taken 

care of? 

Yes. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Just so we’re clear: my part with the U.S. Marshalls is 

over with, correct?  “Stephanie Walters” doesn’t come 

back from the grave any more.  I am and I will remain 

Stevie Walker-Rodgers from now on.  Correct? 

Your “part” is over with.  We will not 

contact you, and you will never contact 

us by this method ever again. 

Guardians of the Dawn Base 

I suppose that is as close 

as I will ever get to a 

“Yes” from them. 
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The retraction wasn’t on 

page One, but at least it 

DID make the paper. 

I should take these 

small victories any 

way that I can. 

... think he’s blowing 

this out of proportion... 

Apparently that wasn’t the 

only correction being made... 

Jack Yindell has plenty of up-and-

coming power players on his side. 

Police Chief Clayton is 

making a rare visit here. 

Maybe... 

But I need people who 

can work WITH the 

heroes, not operate in 

spite of them. 

That doesn’t mean 

that you can threaten 

to punch his lights out 

because he decided to 

leak something to the 

media.  You know how 

this game is played. 
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Which is why you put 

“Hero Shield” in my 

hands to begin with.  

Because I don’t play 

those games. 

No, you don’t.  But 

unfortunately I have 

to.  I’ll send Yindell to 

Outbreak and deal 

with the heat later. 

Meantime, let’s 

make sure that 

people forget 

about the whole 

lawsuit thing. 

“And that means  putting 

her back on the streets.” 

Back on duty, I see... 

Yes sir. 

Blue Steel 

I don’t suppose the bad guys took a day off? 

Not a 

chance. 
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Heard the lawsuit was 

dismissed.  Also heard about 

the mob bust in Perez Park.   

So I heard.  Good work making do. 

Thanks. 

My name is Stevie Walker-Rodgers.  I am Captain Paragonna. 

I became a hero because I was tired of being a victim of fate.  

Of having decisions being made for me instead of by me. 

Was a busy few 

days for me. 

I am a cop and a hero… and I am also something more... 

I am a reminder that there IS a 

line that should not be crossed.  

A line that separates us from 

the bad guys.   It’s not always easy maintaining that 

line, But also I know more than most 

others about the consequences 

when that line is crossed. 

END 
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Let there be… DAYLIGHT! 

 

Sorry... it’s been almost a whole month of the Halloween Event and its 24-hour darkness, and 

that really was really a drag for me as a comic creator, especially with bright and sunny 

characters to work with. 

 

There have been a few changes here…and in Paragon City.  The first obvious one is a matter 

of WALKING..  This has been a long-time pet peeve for comic creators like myself.  

Everyone in the city (and in the Rogue Isles too) either are standing still, sitting down, 

jumping, flying, teleporting, or RUNNING..  The civilians can walk, of course.  The bad guys 

too.  But the heroes can only RUN.  Thankfully that has been corrected.  And who better to 

demonstrate it than someone with the curves? 

 

That brings up an interesting point about my uniquely original character… Captain Paragonna.   

 

Okay, you’re thinking “A female Captain America”, right?  Only for the colors. 

 

When she started out, shields were not-yet an option.  Blue Steel was the only exception.  (Oh, 

here’s a little hero-fact: Blue Steel was originally supposed to be called “Blue Shield” until 

someone realized there’s an insurance company with that name.)  So no shield for Captain 

Paragonna.  (Or at least not for THIS incarnation.) 

 

The original design of Captain Paragonna was an all-tight bodysuit of black-and-blue with red 

gloves, boots, and belt.  Full mask too, not even hair.  It didn’t last.  Thankfully it didn’t last.  

A black-and-blue version of a Longbow agent didn’t look good. 

 

What actually inspired me was another woman who wore something similar to the current 

design.  Big leather jacket, skin-tight pants, brown hair, loves to kick butt… 

 

Yup, that was Sandra Bullock’s character in “Demolition Man”.  Now do you see the 

resemblance? 

 

There have been a few more changes to this comic series since I wrapped up the “Guardian 

Exiles” series.  The most obvious ones are the change in fonts and the change in the page 

layouts.   And those come courtesy of the little CCC symbol you see on the cover.   

 

The CCC stand for “City of Comic Creators”, a group of artists who 

Words of wisdom from writer and creator David 2. 

Continues on next page... 
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dedicate their time, effort, and energy transforming the City of Heroes into a veritable fan-

made comic book store.  They continue the tradition that was once picked up by 

mainstream comic book publishers. 

 

Now “City of Heroes” actually had TWO comic book series when it started.  The first was 

published by Blue King Studios, and it dealt with original characters in the City of Heroes, 

including War Witch.  The second series was published by Top Cow, and it focused 

primarily on the Freedom Phalanx, but on occasion with the Vindicators and Vanguard.  

After that, though, the task was passed to the fans, and artists like Chase Arcanum actually 

ended up writing guides that got recognized by NCSoft.  All of these are available at the 

City of Heroes website in the “Media” section under “Official Comic Archive”. 

 

I am honored to be a new member of the City of Comic Creators, and not only getting some 

valuable feedback from them, but also working with them on projects.  Hopefully you’ll 

see the Guardians in one of the CCC projects soon. 

 

The other big news is there is now an official website for the Guardians of the Dawn 

supergroup. 

 

The address is: http://GuardiansOfTheDawn.wordpress.com 

 

This is where you’ll find all of the issues, including “Issue 0” (the text story that started it 

all), as well as the synopsis about the group itself and its members.  You’ll also find easy 

links to the CCC and a few other choice websites to visit.  And when a membership drive 

does get started, this is where you’ll be able to go to sign up. 

Continued from previous page... 
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At Maximum Insurance, those three words mean everything.   

 

You can save the day and still not save for the future or 

prepare for the unthinkable.  That is where we come in.   

 

We provide more than just insurance coverage for all 

registered heroes.  We provide speedy claims processing so 

you are not bogged down by needless paperwork and you can 

get right back into the action.  And we offer sound financial 

planning for that unforeseen time in the future when you have 

to one day hang up your cape and tights.   

 

At Maximum Insurance, our day starts when you say “I AM 

concerned…” 

-- ADVERTISMENT -- 

Being a hero doesn’t make you any less Being a hero doesn’t make you any less 

afraid of what happens.afraid of what happens.  

Midnight Arachnia appears with approval of the Guardians of Might.  The 

advertisement should not be considered an official endorsement by the Guardians of the 

Dawn or an official sponsorship of the group by Maximum Insurance or any of its 

affiliates or subsidiaries.  Not a real ad.  Maximum Insurance is not an actual in-game 

company in the City of Heroes and is the sole creation of the author. 


